The Reserve Officers’ Training Corps (ROTC) accounts for two-thirds of Regular Army officer production. As student populations shift and resources tighten, both the productivity and location of ROTC units must be monitored to ensure that the Army attracts and commissions highly-qualified officers. Two new strategic planning tools can help the Army evaluate current ROTC hosts and affiliates and choose new ones.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

• Can planning tools using easily understood objectives, a transparent methodology, and easily-inspected code help the Army meet its near-term Reserve Officers’ Training Corps (ROTC) officer commissioning goals?

• Can the tools help the Army ROTC meet longer-term strategic objectives involving issues such as production, academic quality, diversity, efficiency, cost, and quality of commissions?

• Can the tools help the Army evaluate current ROTC hosts and affiliates and choose new ones to meet its near-term production goals and longer-term strategic objectives?

• Can the planning tools help the Army ROTC to develop mitigation strategies that improve efficiency yet minimize adverse impact on strategic goals?

KEY FINDINGS

Two Strategic Planning Tools Can Help the Army Meet its Reserve Officers’ Training Corps Strategic Objectives

• Using the Reserve Officers’ Training Corps (ROTC) Program Evaluation Tool, planners can simulate scenarios in order to evaluate existing ROTC programs on six strategic objectives: production, academic quality, demographic diversity, efficiency, cost, and quality of commissioned officers. Planners
can prioritize objectives and apply filters as well.

• The ROTC Selection Evaluation Tool also gives planners the ability to specify a variety of possible objectives and constraints in order to select new schools for participation in ROTC or to expand existing sites with cadets. The possible objectives to be optimized are related to potential production, demographic diversity, academic quality, and efficiency. Planners can apply filters as well.

• The new tools give planners the ability to assess the implications of alternative strategies for commission mission allocation across sites, increases or decreases in unit size, and expansion sites in order to meet the Army’s near-term officer production goals and longer-term strategic objectives for its ROTC program.

• The tools give planners the ability to develop mitigation strategies that improve efficiency yet minimize adverse impact on strategic goals.

RECOMMENDATIONS

• The Army should use the new strategic planning tools to evaluate existing ROTC programs and explore new market opportunities; keep up with changes in the college student population; enhance the capability of the ROTC program review process to accomplish U.S. Government Accountability Office–recommended actions; and help meet the near-term officer production goals and longer-term strategic objectives for its ROTC program, the largest commissioning source for officers, including the optimal use of its resources.